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The musket1 was one of the first “global” objects to circumnavi-
gate the world. Of all the objects and ideas that spread during the 
early modern period, few matched the gun in its speed and extent 
of diffusion. Even such world-stirring stimulants as tea, coffee and 
cocoa took centuries to circle the earth, their local integration be-
ing still further removed from the time of first use or “discovery.”2  
Yet, muskets travelled far and fast, driven by exigencies of war, 
diplomacy and trade. Born to the Germanic area by 1500, the true 
matchlock musket took just a few decades to traverse Eurasia. 
On land, it journeyed through Turkey, Persia and India, reaching 
China’s western border by the early 16th century. Aboard ships, it 
rounded the Cape of Good Hope by 1510, breaching Goa and soon 
thereafter, Malacca. In about a century, the technology arrived at 
the other end of the vast Eurasian landmass–Chosŏn Korea (1392–
1910). There, it was first used in warfare in 1592, and remained as 
a dominant projectile machine until the late 19th century.

This essay is a “global microhistory” of the Korean matchlock.3  
It focuses narrowly on a single technology–the gun and its parts–
yet brings global perspectives to bear on understanding its origin 
and diffusion. Specifically, it traces the worldly voyage of the so-
called snap matchlock from Bohemia to Korea, emphasizing its 
travel through the ‘waystations’ of Portugal, Goa, China and Ja-
pan. This story goes beyond assuring the importance of European 
innovations; it exposes a complex fabric of local adoptions and 
adaptations. 

Though this approach, we can answer questions about the mus-
ket’s introduction to East Asia: when and how did it arrive, and 
what did it look like? Seemingly simple, these questions still gen-
erate scholarship in several languages and disciplines, including 
but not limited to works by Japanese and Chinese historians of 
diplomacy, globalist Anglophone historians as well as museum 
curators and arms collectors from across the world. In Japanese 
scholarship, for instance, it has been debated for nearly a century 
about who introduced the musket to Japan and when.4 Chinese his-
torians too have discussed the same question for China with little 
resolution.5 And for Korea, not much has been explored beyond 
the well-known episode of the Japanese introduction during the 
East Asian War of 1592–1598. 

The key is to open the “black box” of technology–undoing spec-
imens and poring over material research on guns and gun parts as 
arms historians have. In this essay, I thus combine insights from 
material studies with historical data, old and new. The resulting 
analysis traces in greater detail than before the “entangled itiner-
ary” through which the snap matchlock arose, moved and eventu-
ated in Korea, the terminus of its eastward journey.6 In doing so, 
it sheds new light on the circulation of the “first” muskets in East 
Asia during the first half of the sixteenth century. It also resolves 
the longstanding debate on the origin of the snap matchlock in 
East Asia.

The Musket: Whence and Whither? 
The question of the matchlock’s origin goes back at least four 

centuries. One of the first to address it was a Chinese statesman 
and firearms expert Zhao Shizhen (趙士禎, 1554–1611?). In his 
Manual of Extraordinary Arms (神器谱), an illustrated book on 
firearms, Zhao presented drawings and explanations of muskets 
from Ottoman Turkey, Western Europe, Portuguese Goa and Ja-
pan as well as his own hybrid inventions.7 Zhao’s work was first 
printed in 1598 and meant to contribute to China’s fight against 
the Japanese who invaded Korea and inaugurated the East Asian 
War (1592–1598).8 The Japanese use of muskets was considered 
lethal during the war, and Zhao sought new firearms to outgun  
the Japanese.

For our purposes, this manual included one of the earliest theo-
ries about the origin of muskets in East Asia. With his worldly col-
lection of firearms and access to official channels of information, 
Zhao put it as follows:

I remember that it was during the days when my grandfather 
was a Deputy Judge in the Grand Court of Appeals, that the 
Japanese pirates first trespassed upon the coast of Zhejiang 
province, but they did not at that time possess any muskets; 
it was only six or seven years later that they had such weap-
ons. My grandfather once spoke to me as follows: ‘I heard 
that during previous reigns the Turpan (吐魯番) annexed its 
neighbor Hami (哈密).9 Ming China then appointed someone 
as Commander of an Expeditionary Force who enlisted tens 
of thousands of soldiers, and went to aid [the Hami] from 
different directions. But because the Turfan troops borrowed 
efficacious firearms from Ottoman Turkey (魯密),10 our sol-
diers could not rescue [Hami], which ultimately fell into their 
hands. Now Turkey is near the Mediterranean region (水西洋) 
by sea.11 Could it be that this weapon was transmitted from 
there to the Western Europeans (西洋), who in turn brought it 
to the Japanese?12

Citing his grandfather’s story, Zhao posits that it was during the 
Turpan-Hami War (1473–1493) that the Chinese first encountered 
the musket.13 This conflict engulfed China’s northwestern border 
region, namely today’s Xinjiang area, and involved the use of Ot-
toman guns against the Chinese aid troops. The Ottoman guns, 
the theory goes, were then transmitted westward to the Europeans, 
who in turn carried them back eastward, to Japan. By the mid-
sixteenth century, (Japanese) Wako pirates armed themselves with 
muskets and ravaged China’s southeastern coast.

To validate this theory, we must first understand how informa-
tion about the outside world circulated in China. Remarkably, 
despite its occurrence in a remote border, the Turpan-Hami War 
was quite well-known across the Ming officialdom. Various literati 
writings from the period mention it, and Zhao, as we’re told, also 
heard it from his grandfather, a high-ranking statesman. But what’s 
surprising is that some Chinese elites also had reasonably accu-
rate understanding of world geography, being able to chart in their 
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minds the relative locations of places as remote as Turpan, Turkey, 
Europe and Japan–and all of this before the famous Matteo Ricci 
translated his world map into Chinese in 1598.14

It turns out that Zhao’s theory had a precursor from as early 
as 1548. At the time, governor of Zhejiang province Zhu Wan  
(朱紈, 1494–1550) was tasked with eradicating Japanese pirates 
in China’s southeastern coast. In his raids against the pirate den 
of Shuangyu Island, or Liampó–as the Portuguese dubbed it–Zhu 
stumbled upon a crucial piece of information from the captured 
pirates: Portugal was located not in the neighborhood of Malacca–
as conventional wisdom had it at the time–but further across the 
“outer sea and in the northwest.”15 With typical brevity, Zhu then 
found that this information “mutually reinforced” the story of the 
Turpan-Hami War.16

There are at least two ways to interpret this. Zhu, as one scholar 
noted, may have implied that the Portuguese guns spread to Tur-
fan, where they were then employed against the Hami.17 But in 
accordance with the outlines of his theory, Zhu probably meant 
the converse: the Ottoman guns spread to the land of the Portu-
guese who–being located farther than previously imagined–then 
took them on a long journey to the east, crossing the “outer sea” 
and reaching Japan.

What’s remarkable here is that already in the sixteenth century, 
guns were global objects that sparked global thoughts in people’s 
minds. Separated by exactly fifty years, Zhu and Zhao pieced to-
gether the faint vignette of a Turkish gun in a minor border conflict 
with their limited understanding of world geography. Sketched in 
their minds was a rough yet expansive thought–a single route of 
transmission that crossed the greatest extents of the world as they 
knew it. 

There is much to commend this theory, but is it correct? For 
one, the implication that Turkey was the first to develop matchlock 
technology doesn’t hold water anymore. While the historian of sci-
ence Joseph Needham had also entertained this possibility, there 
is now overwhelming evidence that it was in Europe, not Turkey, 
where the first matchlocks were born. 

Zhao and Zhu couldn’t possibly have anticipated this. After all, 
resolving this puzzle is no less difficult for the modern historian. 
The basic questions that intrigued Zhao and Zhu, in fact, are still 
relevant: How was the first matchlock born? Whither did it go and 
whence did it come? In Japanese scholarship, historians have de-
bated fiercely the circumstances of the musket’s arrival in Japan, 
namely, whether it was indeed the Portuguese who had transmitted 
the technology to the island of Tanegashima in 1543.18 But consen-
sus has yet to emerge, other than that the actual construction of the 
gun should be considered.19 In the following sections, I advance 
the discussion by first providing an overview of the technologi-
cal history of small arms, and then explaining how one model–the 
snap matchlock–came to circulate widely in early modern East 
Asia.

The Classic Gun
Historians have shown that by the turn of the 16th century, Eu-

ropean guns matured into a classic form: whether cannon or hand-
gun, they grew long and thin barrels, became lighter, and proved 
more powerful and accurate than their predecessors.20 This so-
called “classic ordnance synthesis” was the result of a centuries-
long experimentation by European artisans and practitioners.21 It 

would also define–for three more centuries–the shape and function 
of gunpowder weaponry in Europe and elsewhere. To date, this 
scholarship on the classic gun has focused mostly on the length-
ening of barrels and on large artillery pieces that supposedly set 
the trend for handguns.22 But this has obscured another “classic” 
dimension to the gun as we know it today: a deadly weapon oper-
ated by the ease of a finger pull.23

The invention of the trigger–or the lock mechanism, of which it 
was a part–began with small arms and then spread out. Before the 
said invention, the act of firing a handgun required juggling a met-
al barrel on one hand and a source of ignition (i.e., cinder or a red-
hot rod) on the other–or obliging two people for the ordeal. But 
with the advent of the lock, a handgunner in the 16th century could 
now hold the piece steady with both hands (wrapped comfortably 
around a wooden stock that extended along and behind the length 
of the barrel), concentrate on taking aim, and just move a finger at 
the desired moment.24 Later, the lock system was adapted for large 
artillery pieces as well as for non-military devices such as animal 
traps and electromechanical switches still in use today.25

Where and when did this technology first emerge? Needham 
once argued that the Chinese had invented it in the early 1400s and 
transmitted it westward.26 But ample evidence shows the contrary: 
the matchlock mechanism arose not in China, but in Europe and 
within a particular historical context that is 15th century Germany. 
To be sure, one can find precursors to the said mechanism in vari-
ous cultures of crossbow-making.27 Still, artisans in the German-
speaking world were unusually vigorous in experimenting with 
ignition systems for handguns, and they eventually developed the 
matchlock musket–the “first real gun-lock.” 28  Why?

The answer lies in German craftworkers who practiced a dis-
tinctive culture of prototyping in the 15th century. As historian 
Rainer Leng shows compellingly, blacksmiths and metalworkers 
in Southern Germany began to leave their traditional workplaces 
during this period and specialize in gunsmithing–a nascent field 
that paid well and allowed them to climb the social ladder. For 
various reasons–including but not limited to high mobility, poten-
tial danger for the loss of knowledge (due to accidents and wartime 
service) and requirement by contract to produce material proof of 
expertise, these emerging craftsmen then put pen to paper and pro-
duced sketches, recipes and technical writing.29 This new culture 
of artisanship has left us with dozens of pictorial catalogues and 
personal sketchbooks. The manuscripts are highly unusual when 
compared to other occupations and certainly to other countries 
in Europe. “Although gunpowder technology had been common 
knowledge in Europe since the first decades of the fourteenth cen-
tury, and many German master gun-makers served in other coun-
tries,” Leng notes, “no comparable manuscripts have been found 
in Italy, France or England.” 30

It was from these practices of sketching and designing that new 
gun designs eventually emerged: the matchlock musket. As early 
as 1411, an unnamed gunsmith drew an ignition method that an-
ticipated this gun.31 Namely, his illustrated notebook featured a 
pole-mounted handgun furnished with a Z-shaped metal arm–also 
called “simple serpentine” (Figure  1).32 Named after its serpent-
like shape, this serpentine was rotated on the wooden pole and 
had angular bends, such that pulling it would bring the burning 
cinder on the other end into the touchhole and ignite the shot.33 
In the next few decades, German gunsmiths continued to grapple 
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with the idea and produced many variations. Depicted in another 
manuscript from the mid-1400s, namely, are four serpentine guns, 
each styled with a different combination of flash deflectors and 
sights for aiming.34

With the spread of the serpentine mechanism, it lay close at 
hand for the next generation of gunsmiths to develop a full-fledged 
matchlock system. The latter was a more complicated technology: 
rather than a single piece of metal rotated on the stock, a number of 
intricate parts were to be assembled on a separate lock-plate–such 
as a spring-loaded hammer, a trigger and a combination of levers, 
tumblers, cranks and/or sears that connected the two. Importantly, 
the hammer clamped a source of ignition–cinder, flint, or for our 
purposes, the slow-burning match (cord saturated with saltpeter). 
Pulling the trigger released the catch that restrained this hammer 
and the mainspring in the lock drove the burning match into the 
powder pan.35

This system originated with locksmiths, as suggested by etymol-
ogy as well as its similarity to door-fastening locks. If true, the 
knowledge may have passed into a gun workshop through tem-
porary collaborations–or as locksmiths, like some of their metal-
working peers, ventured into the nascent profession of gunsmiths. 
On these possibilities, we may only speculate. But what is clear is 
that aspiring metalworkers like Martin Merz (c. 1426–1501) did 
avail themselves of relevant knowledge to leave behind the first 
unequivocal evidence of a matchlock system.36 Merz apprenticed 
in a bell foundry at Amberg and went on to become a master gun-
smith for the Palatinate (Southwestern Germany). Sometime be-
fore 1501, the artisan then drew a matchlock pistol in his notebook 
(Figure 2). Merz’s gun featured a weak lock spring that kept the 
match hammer away from the powder pan. By squeezing the trig-
ger, the said hammer dipped slowly into the pan; and upon releas-
ing the trigger, the spring returned the hammer backwards to its 
original position.37

Arms historians have labeled Merz’s design “sear matchlock.”38  

This is one of two main categories of matchlock guns and one 
that became the standard infantry gun in European militaries until 
the late 17th century.  Did this artifact traverse the world and be-
come the Korean musket? Tracing the travel of the sear matchlock 
shows that although it spread far–becoming a mainstay in Turkey, 
Persia, India and Qing China, it was another more sophisticated 
design that ended up in Chosŏn. This is the aforementioned snap 
matchlock, whose use in Europe was so short-lived that only a few 
know of its existence. The artifact was also developed within the 
German-speaking realm.

In the late 15th century, just as Merz was sketching his design, 
gunsmiths in Bohemia–under the control of the German empire 
(i.e., Holy Roman Empire)–were at work on another lock design.40  
For this, we do not have an extant artisanal drawing. But the mate-
rial specimens from Bohemia (in today’s Czech Republic) speak 
volumes. In the city of Pilsen, a late 15th century gun is found 
whose mainspring worked in the opposite direction–i.e., forcing 
the hammer into the pan rather than away from it.41 To fire, the 
hammer was first raised to a “cocked” position, held up by a catch 
in the lock-plate; then, a trigger pull released this catch, letting the 
spring drive the hammer down with a “certain violence.”42  This 
system was distinguished by an instant ignition: the spring-load-
ed hammer snapped into the powder pan, and hence its name (G: 
Schnapp lunte schloss).43  In fact, some historians consider it the 
“first real gun-lock” for pioneering the use of a catch-and-release 
mechanism for ignition.44

But perhaps due to their complex and costly nature, snap match-
locks in Europe saw limited use.45 To be sure, they were exported 
across the European continent for decades, being mass-produced 
by Italian artisans, seeing action in the hands of English gunners 
under Henry VIII (1491–1547)46 and as we shall see, becoming ad-
opted by the Portuguese who sailed across the world. But after the 
mid-1500s, snap matchlocks fell out of military use and became a 
civilian technology: apparently, given the sharp, clean release of 
their locks, they became the preferred weapon of choice for Euro-
pean marksmen, rather than as infantry weapons (like their simpler 
and cheaper sear counterparts).47 Indeed, the last of them–made in 
the late 17th century–were exquisite pieces decked with mother-
of-pearl, and they trace back to European nobility who used them 
for hunting.48Figure 1. A simple serpentine gun, 1411. Austrian National Library, 

Vienna, Codex Vindobana 3069, f. 38v. A crude barrel is pole-
mounted and fired with a Z-shaped metal arm (serpentine). The 
other figure is casting bullets. 

Figure 2. Early sear matchlock, c.1473. In Martin Merz (c.1425–
1501), Feuerwerksbuch, Bavarian State Library, Munich, Codex 
Germanicus 599. The gun featured a match hammer that mounted 
onto a small lock plate, which was then fixed to the side of the 
stock. At the tip of the hammer was an “eye” through which a 
smoldering match was fitted. 
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This shows how the snap matchlock emerged in a particular 
environment within Europe and then was quickly forgotten. How 
did this curious artifact make its way around the world to enjoy 
popularity in Korea–a country as far removed as possible from 
Bohemia and still be on the same landmass?

From Bohemia to Korea: A Technological Travelogue
So how did the snap matchlock round the world? Central to 

its journey was the rising Portuguese empire. At the turn of the 
16th century, King Manual I of Portugal (r. 1495–1521) purchased 
thousands of matchlocks from Bohemia49 and welcomed German 
gunsmiths to help domesticate their production at the Lisboan 
workshops.50 Around this time, then, as the Portuguese went on 
to set up outposts on “every known continent,” these guns also 
spread.51 First, Iberian ships ventured along the Guinea Coast, 
bringing the said guns to the attention of local craftsmen: carved 
into West African sculptures and salt-cellars from this period are 
the exact shapes of a button-triggered matchlock in Portuguese 
service.52 The same guns then rounded the Cape of Good Hope 
and sailed into the Indian Ocean. After 1509, as the Portuguese 
occupied several ports of consequence in South Asia–first Goa, 
then Ceylon (Sri Lanka),53 they employed a wide array of weap-
ons including the snap matchlock, a point proven inter alia by the 
excavation of the Bom Jesus, a Portuguese carrack sunk in 1525 
en route to India.54

But from South Asia onwards, the travel of the musket became 
not just a matter of Portuguese agency, but also of local practitio-
ners who adapted it to their taste. In 1510, Afonso de Albuquerque 
(c. 1453–1515) arrived in Goa and recognized the city’s existing 
capacity for gunmaking. In the letters he wrote home as the gov-
ernor of Portuguese India, he sang high praise of the local artisans 
and their iron-working skills in particular. In one note, the gover-
nor exclaimed that Goans made “guns as good as the Bohemians 
and also equipped with the screwed breech plugs.”55 This shows 
their surprising ability to replicate snap matchlocks, including 
even the difficult technique of screwing the breech. Also, as Al-
buquerque explained in another missive, quality gun barrels were 
forged “of iron here in Goa and are even better than the German 
ones.”56 The terse comparison likely indicates twist-forging–a dis-

tinctive method of wrapping the barrel, which was innovated by 
Turkish gunsmiths and then transmitted to Goa before the arrival 
of the Portuguese.57

So Goan artisanship was precocious,58 but how did it bear on 
the snap matchlock and its travel eastward? An important clue is 
found in a rare artifact stored in Dresden, Germany (Figure 3), 
which is to date, the only handgun attributed to Portuguese Goa.59  
This gun is legible in terms of the entanglement of various craft 
traditions–e.g., German, Dutch, Italian, Turkish and Goan–in the 
local workshops.60 To begin, it has a snapping lock that derived 
from the Luso-German designs of the turn of the 16th century. 
This trait was presumably introduced by European craftsmen and 
bombardiers from Lisbon as well as from various German, Dutch 
and Italian cities who worked in the Goan arsenals.61 Upon a closer 
look, the Goan gun also shows unusual traits that reveal differ-
ent vectors of influence. Rather than a single-leaf spring–which 
is characteristic of European pieces up to this point, it carries a 
double-leaf (U-shaped) spring.62 Also, while the barrel is closed in 
the breech with a screwed plug as per usual, it is twist-forged and 
damascened with local patterns.63 These were changes wrought by 
the Turkish-Goan craftsmen.

More needs to be said about Goan artifacts and what they rep-
resent: the entanglement of artisanal knowledge across the global 
early modern. But it suffices here to understand that a new hybrid 
style of snap matchlocks was born from it, and that this “Luso-
Goan” gun spread subsequently to Southeast and East Asia.

Sometime after 1511, as the Portuguese influence in Malacca 
grew, artisans in Southeast Asia also encountered the Luso-Goan 
technology64 and birthed their own istingar after the Portuguese 
musket, espingarda. Rather than simply replicating, however, Ma-
lay makers introduced important changes.65 That is, to combat hu-
midity–and the persistent problem of rusting on iron locks, local 
craftsmen chiseled theirs out of brass. If not for the extremely wet 
weather of their environs, this technological choice is inexplicable: 
iron was cheaper, more available and expertly handled by local ar-
tisans, while brass was less appropriate, lacking the springy nature 
of the original snap lock. Indeed, matchlocks made in Southeast 
Asia have thick brass mainsprings and heavy match hammers that 

Figure 3. A Goan Matchlock from the Middle of the 16th Century. Rüstkammer, Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden, G1116. Presented to 
the Saxon Elector Christian I by Francesco I de Medici, Grand Duke of Toscana, in 1587 and recorded in the Dresden Armory’s (Rüstkammer) 
inventory in 1606. The painted stock resembles a style found in the Church of St. Francis of Assisi in Goa, built in 1661.
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make for a rather slow snapping action.66 But other than this–and 
the highly ornate nature of the surviving specimens, the istingar 
was certainly a snap matchlock.67

Did this Luso-Goan-Malay technology end up in East Asia? In 
1543, the story goes, a pirate junk departed from Siam to China, 
carrying a motley group of primarily the wakō (倭寇, C: wokou, 
K: waegu)–Chinese and Japanese corsairs in South China Sea–but 
also two (three, according to some accounts) Portuguese men who 
had defected from their post in Southeast Asia. But after encoun-
tering a malicious storm, this junk ended up at the Japanese island 
of Tanegashima. There, it happened that one of the Portuguese 
castaways–a certain Francisco Zeimoto–had a chance to demon-
strate his gun and gift it to the local daimyo Tanegashima Tokitaka 
(種子島時堯, 1528–1579).

Deeply impressed, the Japanese lord had this gun copied by 
swordsmith Yaita Kinbei Kiyosada (八板金兵衛清定, n.d.). Appar-
ently, Yaita and his team of local artisans reenacted the artifact 
no problem by drawing on the existing tradition of iron-forging. 
One detail eluded them, however: the screwed plug.68 While the 
Japanese smiths could manage the screw (bolt with male threads) 
itself, the issue at hand was of “drilling the barrel helically” so 
that this plug could turn snugly into the breech.69 For this, a “Por-
tuguese” blacksmith had to come and transmit its secrets to Yaita 
the following year.70 But after that, the Japanese teppō (鉄砲 “iron 
gun”)–i.e., a snap matchlock with a double-leaf spring, brass lock 
and screwed breech plug–was born.71

There are gaps and disparities in this account, and we cannot 
ascertain whether Zeimoto’s gun was an istingar or espingarda, 
or whether it was made in Lisbon, Goa, Malacca, or any other 
Portuguese outpost in Asia.72 Still, there was certainly more than 
one episode of encounter and various designs were introduced. In 
Bungo, for instance, a Japanese province located in eastern Ky-
ushu, the manufacture of guns was “divulged separately” by a 
Portuguese also named Francisco.73 Meanwhile, in Satsuma, the 
other end of Kyushu, another daimyo named Tōgō Shigeharu (東
鄉重治, fl. 1548) obtained Portuguese guns through the wakō that 
frequented Southeast Asia–not unlike how his counterpart in Tane-
gashima availed themselves of the junk from Siam.74

At any rate, soon after its arrival, the snap matchlock spread all 
over East Asia. In China, muskets had been introduced even before 
the first transmission to Japan in 1543.75 Apparently, however, the 
snapping lock design was only mastered after the help of a Japa-
nese practitioner. In 1548, the story goes, a Ming commander cap-
tured and interrogated a “barbarian chief who was good at guns” 
(fanqiu shanchong zhe 番酋善銃者).76 This chief was in fact Tōgō’s 
man–a certain Shinshiro (新四郎, fl. 1548) from Satsuma–and he 
conveyed the secrets of manufacture to the Chinese, resulting in 
muskets that were “as intricate and exquisite as those of the West-
ern barbarians (xifan 西番) themselves.” 77 The said commander’s 
son–Lu Xiang (盧相, n.d.)–then visited Beijing to replicate the 
knowledge at the imperial workshops, where muskets were pro-
duced by thousands.78

Meanwhile, in Japan proper, which was undergoing the belli-
cose Warring States period (1467–1568), the teppō found exten-
sive use. By the 1550s, snap matchlocks “spread all over Kyushu” 
and found swift application in warfare.79 Soon, production also 
began in other major centers such as Sakai and Kunitomo and by 
the 1570s, matchlocks became ubiquitous in the bellicose archi-

pelago.80 By 1592, when the forces of a unified Japan invaded Ko-
rea, these guns had fused seamlessly with the Japanese way of war, 
which combined musketry volley fire with close-combat fighting 
using swords and pikes.

More needs to be said about the early muskets of Japan and 
China, the transformations wrought by artisans in each locale, and 
their remarkable diversity. But for our purposes, it suffices to un-
derstand this: as the two powers assimilated the Luso-Goan-Ma-
lay technology, their neighbor–Korea–also became entangled in  
the process.

To be sure, Koreans also encountered the Portuguese directly: 
in a little-known incident of 1544, they met a wakō junk carrying 
these Lusitanian seafarers and what seems to have been Frank-
ish cannons.81 Beyond this, however, no significant exchange oc-
curred, and new gunpowder weaponry were being presented by 
Japanese and Chinese agents instead. The textual records on this 
are reticent, but they suggest a growing influx of new materials 
and knowledge, including the snap matchlock. A year after the 
aforementioned encounter, a Chinese castaway (tangin 唐人) at 
Cheju Island transmitted a “metal pellet” gun (ch’orhwan 鐵丸) 
to the Government Arsenal, teaching its artisans to reproduce the 
alien design.82 In 1554 and 1555, then, two Japanese experts also 
demonstrated guns that were “extremely intricate” (chŏnggyo 精
巧), one of them even staying in Korea with a military post (prob-
ably at the Arsenal).83 Also, between 1571 and 1574, there were 
conflicts involving piracy in Chŏlla province, where the Korean 
coastal guards captured a wakō ship replete with cannon, arrowed 
projectiles and again, metal pellet guns (presumed to be match-
locks).84 Finally, in 1589, three years prior to the East Asian War, 
the court received a pair of “bird guns” (another name for match-
lock muskets) from Tsushima.85

Due to the ambiguous descriptions, historians have debated 
whether Koreans had indeed encountered the snap matchlock at 
this time.86 Yet, in light of the story of its circulation in the region, 
which we have traced thus far, the question is not whether but how 
these foreign objects were received in Korea. In various episodes, 
we learn that Korean artisans were tasked with reverse-engineer-
ing the alien design. This, in turn, is how new types of firearms 
emerged on the peninsula precisely at this time and with strik-
ing similarities to the matchlocks that traversed the early modern 
world. Throughout the latter half of the 16th century, for instance, 
Korean cannon founders at the Arsenal produced so-called “vic-
tory guns” that approximated the length-to-bore ratio of match-
locks. And the “special make cannon” from 1587 even simulated 
the octagonal shape of forged iron barrels yet in cast bronze.87

In the next century, as more snap matchlocks became available 
and demonstrated effectively in battle, Koreans came to produce 
exacting replicas. During and after the East Asian War, Chinese 
and Japanese experts were co-opted into new military shops which 
emerged around such manufacture. New artisanal identities, in-
cluding the locksmith, sear-maker and the screwsmith ensued do-
mestically. And through their skills and associated knowledge, the 
Korean snap matchlock took its mature form by the end of the 
seventeenth century (Figure 4)–with inter alia, the forged iron bar-
rel, screwed breech plug and the brass snapping lock mechanism. 
The snap matchlock had arrived in Korea, and the local artisans 
had adopted and adapted it on their own terms.88
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